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“The International Summer School on Integrated Care has given me a solid theoretical understanding of 

the multiple dimensions of integrated care and taught me to think differently about how health care 

could be provided.   Participation in the course has greatly increased my effectiveness and influence 

within my professional role” 

Dr Dana Newcomb 

Children's Health Queensland 

 

 

“Before the summer school, I had a professional network of integrated care leaders from a couple of 

counties. By the end of the week, that network had become truly global. It’s easier to face the many 

challenges of integrated care when one can call upon the diverse knowledge and experience of others 

who have walked the path before”   

Benedict Hefford 

Counties Manukau Health 

 

 

“The summer school is a unique crash course in integrated care.  You feel ‘vibrant’ after an intense week 

of state-of-the-art presentations, renowned lecturers, and the warm and inspiring company of 

international colleague’s ...” 

Tom Braes 

Zorgnet Vlaanderen 

 

 

“The Summer School provided a fantastic opportunity to learn the building blocks required for 

integrating care in an atmosphere that was supportive and engaging.  I would highly recommend the 

Summer School” 

Grace Turner  

HSE, Ireland  

 

 

“The IFIC Summer School on Integrated Care was both very informative and inspiring and it gave me a 

really good foundation of knowledge, resources and contacts to support me in my role. It was an intense 

week of learning and a fantastic opportunity to connect with people from across the globe working in a 

variety of areas related to Integrated Care. I would highly recommend the Summer School” 

Sinéad Fitzpatrick 

HSE, Ireland  

 

 

 



“To meet people from all around the globe and learn, discuss and share experiences about integrated 

care was inspiring for my work in this area in Slovakia. ISSIC 2017 was not only about presentations of 

leading experts in integrated care, but also about lot of practical work and cooperation with colleagues 

in working groups and trying to propose solutions for ‘problems’ in integrated care provision in different 

systems.  

It is great to find out that there is common vision about the need of integrated care in the world and one 

can learn much about it at such events as ISSIC. Study visit at The St. Charles Integrated Care Centre, in 

London, and guided tour around the Oxford were additional value to this exciting summer week. I want 

to thank to IFIC for the opportunity to be part of ISSIC 2017” 

Dr Miroslav Cangár 

Slovakia  


